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Magnetotransport properties of the kagome magnet TmMn6Sn6
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A kagome magnet usually hosts nontrivial electronic or magnetic states, drawing great interest in condensed
matter physics. In this paper, we report a systematic study on the transport properties of the kagome magnet
TmMn6Sn6. The prominent topological Hall effect (THE) has been observed in a wide temperature region span-
ning over several magnetic phases and exhibiting strong temperature and field dependence. This phenomenon,
due to nonzero spin chirality, indicates the possible appearance of nontrivial magnetic states accompanying by
strong fluctuations. The planar applied field drives the planar Hall effect and anisotropic magnetoresistivity,
exhibiting sharp disconnections in angular-dependent planar resistivity violating the empirical law. By using
an effective field, we identify a magnetic transition separating the planar anisotropic magnetoresistivity into
two groups belonging to various magnetic states. We extended the empirical formula to scale the field- and
temperature-dependent planar magnetoresistivity and provide an understanding of the planar transport behaviors
with the crossover between various magnetic states. Our results shed light on the transport effects in the presence
of multiple nontrivial magnetic states for a kagome lattice with complicated magnetic structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Kagome magnets have emerged as an important platform
to study electronic correlations and nontrivial topology [1–6].
The unique crystal structure, made of corner-sharing trian-
gles, naturally has relativistic band crossings at the Brillouin
zone corners hosting nontrivial topological electronic Dirac
fermions and a dispersionless flat band [7]. With the inclusion
of spin-orbital coupling and magnetism, the system can host
various nontrivial topological electronic or magnetic states
such as magnetic Weyl fermions, quantized anomalous Hall
states, nonzero spin texture, etc. [1,8]. Fabricating various
magnetic structures in kagome compounds would effectively
engineer exotic states with novel phenomena to study the in-
terplay between electrons and magnetism in condensed matter
physics.

Recently, a rare-earth family of kagome magnets RMn6Sn6

(R stands for rare-earth elements) with a layered hexagonal
structure has drawn great interest due to their rich mag-
netic states and various nontrivial topological band structures
[9–16]. These materials usually consist of two submagnetic
lattices from different layers: (1) a magnetic kagome lattice
consisting of Mn ions, and (2) another magnetic lattice con-
sisting of rare-earth ions. The intra- or interlayer magnetic
interactions drive various magnetic structures and compli-
cated magnetic phase diagrams. TmMn6Sn6 is typical of these
materials [16–19]. It forms a hexagonal P6/mmm structure
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(a = 5.514 Å, and c = 8.994 Å) consisting of a Mn3Sn layer
(where Mn atoms form the kagome plane) separated by two
inequivalent Sn2 and Sn2Tm layers as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The temperature-dependent resistivity reveals TmMn6Sn6 is
a good metal with small anisotropy. The sharp kinks observed
around 325 K in the temperature-dependent magnetization
[M(T )] curves reveal a magnetic transition shown in Fig. 1(d).
Below this transition, the collinear-antiferromagnetic struc-
ture transits to a helimagnetic structure which is revealed by
neutron scattering measurements and predicted to host chiral
spin textures such as skymions [20–22]. Compared with the
light rare-earth elements such as Y, Tm is a heavy rare-earth
element with 4 f electrons and strong spin-orbital coupling
which may lead to stronger magnetic interactions hosting
more complicated magnetic states.

In this paper, we systematically studied the magneto-
transport properties of TmMn6Sn6. Prominent topological
Hall effects are observed with an applied field in the ab
plane, suggesting the emergence of exotic magnetic states
with strong fluctuations. In the presence of magnetic tran-
sitions, the planar Hall effect (PHE) and planar anisotropic
magnetoresistivity (PAMR) do not obey the empirical law.
Especially for PAMR, the abrupt disconnections due to mag-
netic moment flops separate planar longitudinal resistivity ρP

xx
into different groups belonging to various magnetic states. To
describe these transport behaviors, we scaled ρP

xx by defining
an effective field μ0He to acquire the critical field. By using
a modified empirical law, we described angular-dependent
ρP

xx at various fields and provide the reasoning for these
planar transport behaviors spanning over various magnetic
states.
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FIG. 1. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of single-crystalline
TmMn6Sn6 with the corresponding Miller indices (00l ) in paren-
theses. Inset: Crystal structure of TmMn6Sn6. (b) Schematic for
our electronic measurement device of TmMn6Sn6. (c) Temperature-
dependent longitudinal resistivity of TmMn6Sn6 with the current (I)
along the c axis (black line) and a axis (red line). (d) Temperature-
dependent magnetization of TmMn6Sn6 with μ0H = 1 T of the
μ0H ‖ a zero-field-cooling process (ZFC) (blue line), and μ0H ‖ a
field cooling (FC) (marked by the red line), showing they almost
overlap. Inset: Partial enlargement of the curve.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Single crystals of TmMn6Sn6 were grown via the self-flux
method. Tm, Mn, and Sn metals were mixed and sealed inside
an evacuated quartz tube. After that, the mixture was first
heated to 1100 ◦C and then slowly cooled to 550 ◦C where
the flux was removed by using a centrifuge. Large plates
of single crystals were obtained with a typical size of 5 ×
5 × 1 mm3. The crystal structure and elemental composition
were confirmed by x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements and
energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The [00l] peaks
were observed in XRD patterns indicating the high quality
of our crystals as shown in Fig. 1(a). The selected single
crystals were shaped into a rectangular slice for the electric
and magnetic transport measurements. Six gold contacts were
made on the ac plane with the current along the c axis of crys-
tals as shown in Fig. 1(b). Electrical transport measurements
were performed in a physical properties measurement system
(PPMS Dynacool, Quantum Design). Magnetization measure-
ments were performed in the vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM) module of the PPMS.

FIG. 2. Field-dependent magnetization M(μ0H ), longitudinal
resistivity ρxx (μ0H ), and Hall resistivity ρxy(μ0H ) at various tem-
peratures. Based on different slopes of M(μ0H ), the curves can be
roughly divided into three regions: region 1 marked by the blue
shadow, region 2 marked by the light gray shadow, and region 3
marked by the yellow shadow. (a) M(μ0H ) (left) and ρxx (μ0H )
(right) at 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 K with μ0H ⊥ ac.
(b) M(μ0H ) (left) and ρxy(μ0H ) (right) at the same temperature
as shown in (a). Distinct peaks in Hall resistivity ρxy(μ0H ) can be
observed at the characteristic field μ0HT .

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Topological Hall effect

Field-dependent magnetization M(μ0H ), and longitudinal
and Hall resistivity [ρxx(μ0H ) and ρxy(μ0H )] are shown in
Fig. 2 with the applied field perpendicular to the ac plane
(μ0H ⊥ ab). M(μ0H ) curves exhibit several obvious kinks
and nonmonotonic field dependence, suggesting the emer-
gence of multiple magnetic phase transitions, consistent with
previous results [16]. Based on different slopes of M(μ0H ),
two critical fields μ0Hc1 and μ0Hs are identified and divide
the magnetic phase diagram roughly into three regions (1,
2, and 3). In fact, around μ0Hc1 multiple transitions are
observed. But since these transitions are very close, we de-
note the metamagnetic transition field by a single variable
μ0Hc1 in this paper. With decreasing the temperature T from
300 to 150 K, μ0Hc1 and μ0Hs shift to higher fields. Be-
low 100 K with further decreasing T , μ0Hc1 shifts to lower
fields gradually, while μ0Hs moves out of our measurement
range rapidly. In region 1 (μ0H � μ0Hc1), ρxx(μ0H ) exhibits
a positive field response. With increasing μ0H , ρxx(μ0H )
exhibits negative magnetoresistivity in regions 2 and 3 with
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a slope changing around μ0Hs as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Correspondingly, ρxy(μ0H ) exhibits a different field depen-
dence in various regions with the slope changing at the
corresponding critical fields. Especially, it is noticed that in
region 2, a prominent peak is observed at a characteristic
field μ0HT . This anomaly disappears around 100 K with de-
creasing T . In a magnetic system, the Hall effect generally
originates from two contributions: (1) a normal Hall effect
(NHE) due to the Lorentz force and (2) an anomalous Hall
effect (AHE) due to magnetization or Berry curvature. For
TmMn6Sn6, the discrepancy between ρxy and M around HT

suggests an additional contribution from the topological Hall
effect (THE) besides NHE and AHE. Thus, the total Hall
resistivity can be expressed as

ρxy = ρN
xy + ρA

xy + ρT
xy = R0μ0H + SHρ2

xxM + ρT
xy, (1)

where R0 is the Hall coefficient, SH is a constant for
the intrinsic anomalous Hall conductivity (σ A

xy ∼ ρA
xy/ρ

2
xx),

which is linearly proportional to M, and ρN
xy, ρA

xy, and ρT
xy

are the normal Hall resistivity, anomalous Hall resistivity,
and topological Hall resistivity, respectively [23,24]. Ac-
cording to this formula, the curves of ρxy(μ0H )/μ0H vs
ρxx(μ0H )2M(μ0H )/μ0H at various temperatures are scaled
to separate various Hall contributions for TmMn6Sn6 as
shown in Fig. 3(a) [11]. By fitting the linear parts where
the ρT

xy term disappears, R0(T ) and SH (T ) are acquired as
shown in Fig. 3(b). The ρN

xy and ρA
xy terms are calculated and

subtracted from the total Hall resistivity to obtain ρT
xy.

The temperature dependences of ρT
xy are presented in

Fig. 3(d). The prominent THE signal is observed in the high-
temperature region and shrinks with decreasing T . Below
100 K, ρT

xy becomes invisible. Usually THE is considered
to originate from the movement of skyrmions in noncen-
trosymmetric noncollinear magnets hosting nonzero scalar
spin chirality. Recently, fluctuation-driven mechanisms were
proposed to describe THE in centrosymmetric systems relat-
ing to a special nontrivial magnetic phase [9,11]. To further
understand the THE in TmMn6Sn6, we first analyze its mag-
netic phase diagram. In our measurements, three regions are
identified as shown in Fig. 3(c). According to previous results,
with μ0H < μ0Hc1 the revealed distorted spiral (DS) orders
dominate the magnetic structure in region 1 (above 50 K)
[9]. With μ0H > μ0Hs, the saturated magnetization in the
M(μ0H ) curves suggests a forced ferromagnetic (FFM) state
in region 3. In region 2, multiple possible magnetic transitions
are suggested in region 2 by the observed disconnections in
the differential field-dependent magnetization dM/d (μ0H )
and peaks in ρT

xy for TmMn6Sn6. In its analog YMn6Sn6,
transverse conical spiral (TCS) and fanlike (FL) states are
observed in this region and the TCS state is considered to
directly relate to THE [9]. In TmMn6Sn6, the suggested mag-
netic states are more complicated than those in YMn6Sn6. In
addition, the observed THE for TmMn6Sn6 probably spans
over several magnetic states exhibiting a strong μ0H re-
sponse in contrast to that only observed in the TCS state for
YMn6Sn6. Thus, besides large thermal fluctuations (such as
those observed in YMn6Sn6) [25], possible nontrivial topolog-
ical magnetic states cannot be excluded, which can also drive
nonzero chirality leading to large THE. Further studies of the

FIG. 3. (a) The scaling of ρxy(μ0H )/μ0H curves as a func-
tion of ρxx (μ0H )2M(μ0H )/μ0H at 100, 150, 200, and 250 K. The
black dashed line is the fitting curve by a linear function. (b) The
temperature-dependent Hall coefficient R0(T ) and intrinsic anoma-
lous Hall coefficient SH (T ). (c) The magnetic phase diagram of
TmMn6Sn6. We roughly divide the whole phase diagram into three
regions: region 1 marked by a blue shadow, region 2 marked by
a light gray shadow, and region 3 marked by a yellow shadow.
The data marked by light brown dots and lines are acquired from
previous results which divide the phase diagram into several regions
such as magnetic states I–VI [16]. The red circle line indicates the
first flopping critical fields μ0Hc1 recognized as the border between
regions 1 and 2, and the blue line indicates saturated critical fields
where μ0Hs is recognized as the border between regions 2 and 3. In
region 2, more critical fields for abnormal features such as magnetic
transitions are identified. μ0HT (olive line) is a characteristic peak
associated with THE. μ0Hc2 (magenta line) is acquired from the most
obvious peak of the differential curve of dM/d (μ0H ) in region 2.
(d) Field-dependent differential dM/d (μ0H ) and ρT

xy(μ0H ) at 10, 50,
100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 K.

magnetic phase diagram by neutron scattering are necessary
and expected to reveal the microscopic nature of THE in
TmMn6Sn6.

B. Planar Hall effect and anisotropic magnetoresistivity

To investigate the planar properties of TmMn6Sn6, the
applied field μ0H is rotated within the ac plane of the crystal
as shown in Fig. 4(a). θ is defined as the angle between the
current (I) along the c axis of the crystal and the applied mag-
netic field (when μ0H ‖ I ‖ c, θ = 0◦, while when μ0H ⊥ a,
θ = 90◦). PHE, usually accompanied by PAMR, is a unique
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FIG. 4. (a) The configuration for planar transport measurements
of a single crystal of TmMn6Sn6. The gray circular arrow indicates
the rotating direction of the applied field. The current is along the
c axis, and θ represents the angle between the applied field and
current. (b) and (c) Angular-dependent planar Hall resistivity ρP

xy(θ )
and planar longitudinal resistivity ρP

xx (θ ) at 10 K with μ0H = 1 T,
respectively. The black dashed lines are the fitting curves by formula
(2). (d) and (e) ρP

xy(θ ) and ρP
xx (θ ) at 10 K with μ0H = 1, 2.5, 3, 4, 6,

10, and 14 T, respectively. ρP
xx (θ ) is separated into “high” and “low”

parts fitted by formula (4), marked by black dashed lines.

transport phenomenon driven by an in-plane magnetic-field-
induced rotation of the principal axes of the resistivity tensor
[26,27], which can detect the interplay of chirality, orbit, and
spin for quantum materials. Usually, the PHE and PAMR can
be described by empirical expressions as

ρP
xy = −�ρ sin θ cos θ, (2)

ρP
xx = ρP

‖ + �ρ sin2 θ, (3)

where ρP
xy represents the in-plane Hall resistivity that directly

shows the PHE, ρP
xx is the PAMR, and �ρ = ρP

⊥ − ρP
‖ is the

resistivity anisotropy (called chiral resistivity in topological
materials) with ρP

⊥ and ρP
‖ representing the resistivity with

the μ0H perpendicular (90◦) and parallel (0◦) to the cur-
rent, respectively [26]. At 10 K with μ0H = 1 T, PHE and
PAMR follow these empirical laws as shown in Figs. 4(b)
and 4(c). The angular-dependent ρP

xy(θ ) and ρP
xx(θ ) exhibit

twofold oscillations with a 45◦-angle shift during an entire

FIG. 5. (a) and (b) ρP
xy and ρP

xx vs μ0He (μ0He = μ0H sin θ ) with
μ0H = 1, 2.5, 3, 4, 6, 10, and 14 T, respectively (left). ρP

xy and ρP
xx vs

μ0He with μ0H = 4 T around the region of μ0Hc ≈ 2.4 T (right).
(c) The field-dependent magnetization M(μ0H ) and the longitudinal
resistivity ρP

xx (μ0H ) vs μ0He at 10 K with μ0H ‖ c. The zoomed
ρP

xx (μ0H ) and M(μ0H ) at 10 K around a critical field of μ0Hc ≈
2.4 T.

rotating period (from 0◦ to 360◦). With increasing μ0H , the
amplitudes of oscillatory ρP

xy(θ ) increase monotonously as
shown in Fig. 4(d) and the angular dependence of ρP

xy deviates
from the empirical relation. Correspondingly, sudden jumps
are observed in ρP

xx(θ ) curves separating the data into two
groups (“high” and “low” parts). These jumps exhibit strong
field and angular dependence. The behaviors for PHE and
PAMR were barely observed and studied before which are
considered to relate to magnetic transitions for TmMn6Sn6.
To further investigate these PHE and PAMR, we define an ef-
fective field μ0He = μ0H sin θ along the a axis which drives
the carriers to move along its perpendicular direction by a
Lorentz force within a semiclassical model. The ρP

xy(θ ) and
ρP

xx(θ ) vs μ0H sin θ curves are presented in Fig. 5. Weak
kinks are observed in the butterfly-shaped ρP

xy(θ ) curves at
an effective critical field of μ0Hc ≈ 2.4 T. Clearer features
are observed in the ρP

xx(θ ) curves in Fig. 5(b). The sharp
drops at various angles from Fig. 4(e) are scaled together
at the same critical effective field separating ρP

xx curves into
two regions: (1) the high-resistivity part with |μ0He| < μ0Hc

and (2) the low-resistivity part with |μ0He| � μ0Hc. These
behaviors are consistent with results acquired from the field-
dependent resistivity ρP

xx(μ0H ) and magnetization M(μ0H )
with μ0H ‖ a exhibiting jumps or kinks around the magnetic
flop transition from magnetic state 1 to state 2 [28]. The ob-
served sudden jumps in ρP

xx(μ0H ) indicate rotating the applied
field can also drive the same magnetic flop transition from
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FIG. 6. ρP
xx as a function of sin2 θ with μ0H = 1, 2.5, 3, 4, 6, 10,

and 14 T. ρP
xx (θ ) is separated into high- and low-resistivity groups

that use the relations ρxx ∼ sin2 θ , where ρP
xx (θ ) for each group is

scaled together, indicating the PAMR in each magnetic state inde-
pendently. Inset: �ρ1 (red line) and �ρ2 (green line) as functions of
μ0H at 10 K.

magnetic state 1 to state 2, which hosts different scatterings
of carriers and changes the Zeeman gap leading to the dif-
ferent transport resistivities. To describe the PAMR in the
presence of transitions, we can separate ρP

xx(θ ) into the high-
and low-resistivity groups which belong to magnetic states
1 and 2, respectively. Usually in a magnetic system, PAMR
originates from the interaction of localized moments and spins
of conduction electrons. In a single magnetic state, the inter-
action of the magnetic moment and spin-orbit coupling varies
little for changing μ0H , leading to ρP

xx(θ ) following the same
field and angle dependence. When the system transits to a
new magnetic state, the changed interaction of the magnetic
moments and the spin-orbit coupling will host a separated
field and angle dependence for PAMR. In each magnetic
state, PHE should exhibit oscillatory behavior similar to the
empirical law. To check this idea, we plot ρP

xx(θ ) vs sin2 θ with
various applied fields shown in Fig. 6. It is observed that the
curves are separated into two groups, high and low, exhibiting
a linear dependence of sin2 θ for each group, indicating the
PAMR in each magnetic state following the empirical formula
independently. The amplitudes of oscillatory ρP

xx(θ ) for the
high- and low-resistivity groups are not the same usually and
exhibit an independent increase with μ0H as shown in the
inset of Fig. 6. To describe PAMR with a magnetic transition
from magnetic state 1 to 2, an extended empirical expression
is developed as

ρP
xx = [ρP

1 + �ρ1 sin2 θ ](|μ0He| � μ0Hc)

+ [ρP
2 + �ρ2 sin2 θ ](|μ0He| � μ0Hc), (4)

FIG. 7. (a) The PHE ρP
xx (θ ) at 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, and 200 K

with μ0H = 14 T. (b) Angular dependence of �ρP
xx (θ ) = ρP

xx (θ ) −
ρP

xx (0◦) at 10, 20, 50, 75, 100, 150, and 200 K with μ0H = 14 T. The
black dashed lines are the fitting curve. (c) The PHE ρP

xx (μ0He) as
a function of μ0He = μ0H sin θ at 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, and 200 K
with μ0H = 14 T. (d) �ρP

xx (θ ) as a function of μ0He at 10, 20, 50,
75, 100, 150, and 200 K with μ0H = 14 T.

where μ0He is the effective field, ρP
1 and ρP

2 are the values
of high and low resistivity at θ = 0◦, and �ρ1 and �ρ2 are
the oscillatory amplitudes for different magnetic states. The
data can be fitted by this formula shown in Fig. 4(e). Figure 7
shows the temperature dependence of ρP

xy(θ ) and �ρP
xx(θ ) [de-

fined as ρP
xx(θ ) − ρP

xx(0◦)] with μ0H = 14 T. The derivations
of the empirical laws are observed in both ρP

xy(θ ) and �ρP
xx(θ )

curves, indicating the appearance of complicated magnetic
states by changing T in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). By using the same
scaling technique, we analyze the planar transport properties
evolving with changing T as shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d).
The μ0Hc relating to the magnetic flop shifts to a lower-field
region and becomes gradually invisible with increasing T .
By using the extended formula, most of the curves are fitted
with small derivations. In fact, with changing T the system
undergoes multiple magnetic transitions even with the same
μ0H resulting in various MR responses. With μ0He > μ0Hc

it is observed that the MR exhibits a positive response and
evolves to a negative response gradually with changing T .
Thus at some temperatures, rotating μ0H will drive more than
two magnetic states with much broad transitions, which leads
to a failure to fit ρP

xx(θ ) by a general rule. For TmMn6Sn6, Tm
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and Mn together construct the system’s magnetic structure.
The Tm3+ ions with 4 f electron states provide a large mag-
netic moment (7.6μB) [14], crystal field effect, and a strong
magnetic interaction which hosts the richer magnetic states
leading to our observed transport properties. Further investi-
gations of detailed magnetic structures at various temperatures
and fields are necessary and expected to reveal these exotic
states.

IV. SUMMARY

We systematically studied the transport properties of the
kagome magnet TmMn6Sn6. The observed prominent topo-
logical Hall effect in a wide temperature region suggests
a nonzero spin chirality due to a complicated noncollinear
magnetic structure with strong fluctuations. In the presence of
magnetic transitions, the planar transport behavior (especially
for PAMR) spanning over various magnetic states can be
scaled within each magnetic state. Our results indicate the

presence of multiple exotic magnetic states and provide an
understanding of the planar transport behaviors for general
magnetic materials with crossovers between different mag-
netic states.
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